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Abstract. A dynamical problem, concerning to semi-infinite medium subjected to a 
sinusoidal flux is studied. The consequential effect of this on the associated problem 
of thermal stresses is studied taking into account the inertial terms. 
1. Introduction 
Thermoelasticity describes the behaviour of elastic bodies under the influence of non- 
uniform temperature fields. Danilovskayal solved the problem of determining thermal 
stresses in an elastic half-space arising after a sudden heating of its boundary by 
considering the effects of inertial terms using uncoupled theory. Further work on the 
effect of inertia was carried out by M ~ r a ~ ? ~ ,  Sternburg & ChakravortyJ and Nowackes. 
In this paper, we consider a semi infinite medium (x ) 0) subjected to a periodic 
flux, a Sinusoidal flux. The flux is introduced suddenly at time t = 0 and is allowed to 
continue. The consequential effect of this on the associated problem of thermal stress 
is studied taking into account the inertial terms since the body under consideration 
is massive. The flux is taken as one dimensional and the temperature changes in the 
transverse directions are neglected. As a result of this assumption the heat transport 
equation is one dimensional. It is further assumed that thedisplacement in the transverse 
directions are zero and so all the field equations of thermoelasticity are taken one 
dimensional. Integral transform method is used and the expression for the stress 
distribution is obtained in closed form. 
2. Formulation and Solution of the Problem 
The one dimensional Fourier heat conduction equation is 
a2T 1 aT 
- - -  
- = 0 for x 2 0  
axa K, at t > o  
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The boundary condition takes the form 
a T 
- K - = O  f o r t < O , x = O  
ax 
xt 
1 
k 
= Qo sin - for t > 0, x = 0 I 
to J 
and the regularity boundary condition is 
T(x, t) = 0 x -+ a 
The initial condition is 
T(x, t) = 0 for t = 0 
Applying Laplace transform to (1) to (3), we get 
daT --  = 0 where a2 .= 4 
dx2 KI (5) 
Qob 
- K dT = - where b = %/to for x = 0 
dx p2 -I- b2 (6) 
and T(cc, p) = 0 (7) 
Where K is coefficient of thermal conductivity, K, is coefficient of thermal diffusity, 
and p is Laplace transform parameter. 
From (5), (6) and (7), we get 
- 
T(X, p )  - Q N K ,  ~ x p  (-- J ( P I K ~ )  x)K ~ F  (pa + b a F  (8) 
Inverting6, we get 
t 
T(x, t) = QOb K dG j [2 d(*) Exp (- xa/4 K,T) 
0 
- (x/ 4%) Erfc (x/2 JK,~)]  cos b (t - 7) d7 (9) 
The temperature displacement equation is 
3% 1 aau- a T 
- - -  - - m -  
ax2 C: ata ax (10) 
where c: = (A $- 2 4 / p  and nz = (3X + 2cl) a (A + 2r) 
Introducing the displacement potential 4, given by the relation 
Equation (10) 
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The boundary condition is taken as 
Initial conditions are taken to be 
+(x, 0 )  = +(x, 0 )  = 0 (14) 
Applying Laplace transform to (12), (13) and solving for 4, we get 
we have 
From (13) and (16), we get 
We will determine stress distribution with the boundary condition a - 0 on x = 0 .  
Applying the Laplace transform and using (14), we get 
( ), is not vanishing on the boundary x = 0 .  So we will superpose a stress (;;)a such 
that ( z ) ,  + (G)2 = 0 ,  on x = 0 i.e we have to determine $ such that & + - 0 on 
x = 0 .  3 is determined from 
- 
Therefore 4 = B(p)  Exp (- P X / C ~  (20) 
B(p) is determined using $ f $ = 0 on x = 0 
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- 
G = (;)I + ( Z ) 2  
- K(p2 pmbQ0cf + 62) t p  JG - c-,/~l) IExp (- pxlc1) -  ex^ (- J ( ~ ~ ~ l )  x)] (22) 
Invertinge, we get 
t 
a(x, t )  = - pmQ0hK?" c: 1 [ 1 K(c: + K? b 3  4; Exp ( - x2/4K1r) I 
[Exp ((C:/Kl) ( t  - 7))  = cos b(t - T )  
+ (K,b/c:) sin b(t -T ) ]  d~ for t < x/cl 
- pmQOb K ~ C 1  ( [Exp {(cz/K1) ( t  - T ) )  
K 
0 
Erf {(CJdK,)  J t T j ]  cos b ( ~  .- x/cl) dr 
K(c: -I- K? b2) ( I / & )  Exp (- xB/4K1~)  
0 
[Exp (c,2/Kl) ( t  - r )  - cos b ( t  - r )  
+ (K,blc:) sin b(t - T)] dr for t > xlc, (23) 
Which is the required stress distribution. 
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